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The Foundation for Education and Cultural Initiatives "Step by Step" - Macedonia focuses its capacities toward the democratization of the
process of education by promoting and nourishing the idea of constant training and support for teachers, pedagogues and pre-school and
school principals while maintaining fruitful cooperation with the government institutions and teacher training faculties. The Foundation
guides, coordinates, participates in and directly implements activities which promote innovation, progress and development of the work of
preschool institutions and primary schools in the Republic of Macedonia.
The Foundation for Education and Cultural Initiatives "Step by Step" - Macedonia was established as a nongovernmental organization with
the aim to continue the educational program “Step by Step” that has started with its implementation in 1994, as regional program of Open
Society Institute – New York and George Town University from Washington D.C.

The Mission of the Foundation “Step by Step” - Macedonia
The mission of the Foundation for Education and Cultural Initiatives "Step by Step" - Macedonia is to prepare, develop and implement
programs that enhance the education and culture in the modern society as a key factor for educational, cultural, economic and social
development. The Foundation "Step by Step" - Macedonia is implementing programs in the kindergartens, primary schools and other
educational and cultural institutions, supports innovative approaches and finds different ways to raise the possibilities to help the children
achieve their full potential through education.

Strategic goals
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Encouraging the democratic processes in the education of children, youth and adults.
Promoting and support of the educational initiatives based on modern approach to children.
Advocating the idea of permanent training of the teaching staff and the teams in the kindergartens, primary schools and the
students at the Faculty for teachers.
Building partnership relationship with the ministries and the institutions that educate teachers, schools, kindergartens, with
the local authorities as well as with the local and foreign institutions that share the same vision and objectives.
Meeting the needs of every child, including the children with special needs, the children from minority groups, Roma children,
children that lack the opportunity to be educated and the children who live in the rural areas.
Increasing the public awareness of the needs of Roma children, poor children, children from the rural areas and children with
special needs.
Printing and publishing professional manuals, picture books for children and other reference books that promote our mission.
Encouraging local communities in their support of the children development.
Providing opportunities for the children to express themselves in a creative way.

The Foundation "Step by Step" - Macedonia is part of the International Step by Step Association (International Step by Step Association ISSA) and through its actions fully supports and acts upon the ISSA principles for quality pedagogical practice:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Interactions
Family and Community
Inclusion, Diversity and Values of Democracy
Assessment and Planning
Teaching Strategies
Learning Environment
Professional Development
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ABOUT THE FOUNDATION “STEP BY STEP” – MACEDONIA

Professional development activities of Step by Step staff
During 2016, Foundation Step by Step staff participated in a number of professional development activities and events: Most Significant
Change technique training, organized by Partners Hungary Foundation and International Step by Step Association (ISSA) in Budapest,
Hungary, Training on adaptation and administration of the International Development and Early Learning Assessment tool (IDELA) in the
UK, European Quality Framework training conducted by VBJK/MUTANT in Netherlands, Regional Conference for Educators and Education
Fair organized by Center for Educational Initiatives Step by Step – Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Conference and Summer School organized
by the Network of Education Policy Centers (NEPC).
Team members also participated at the International Conference “Pedagogy in a Modern Global Society – Eduglobe”, organized by the
Institute of Pedagogy, Faculty of Philosophy – Skopje, ISSA Conference on Early Childhood in Times of Rapid Change organized in Vilnius,
Lithuania, and the European Conference in Education Research (ECER) in Dublin, Ireland.

Foundation “Step by Step” – Macedonia hosted a peer-learning activity for ISSA members from Slovenia, Bosnia, Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro
and Kosovo in Ohrid, October 8-11 Foundation Step by Step – Macedonia hosted a peer learning activity “Building Roma Living Library”,
conducted by ABCittà, and sponsored by The Romani Early Years Network – REYN, managed by the International Step by Step Association. In
January 2016 in Skopje, participants from eight different countries joined the activity for deconstructing prejudices against Roma people.

Organizational capacity building of Step by Step team
As part of the long-term capacity building process, the Step by Step Strategy was revised and aligned with the social marketing plan developed
by the team. Several short- and medium-term interventions were identified that could be implemented to contribute for the organizational
sustainability, with grant from the Open Society Foundations and within USAID's Organizational Performance Improvement Program. As part
of this process, Step by Step – Macedonia's staff worked on designing concept note for EU funds, developed electronic directory of international
donors and funds in the field of education and started working on designing of innovative commercial services, which will strengthen the
organization's visibility and will ultimately contribute for sustainable income diversification in the areas under its mandate.
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FOUNDATION “STEP BY STEP” IN 2015

Foundation “Step by Step” continued with the implementation of various projects, based on the fundamental values represented ever
since: stimulating children's critical thinking, developing potential of all children and particularly of the children living on the margins of
the society, enhancing teaching process and establishing collaborations to undertake initiatives aimed at fulfilling creative and intellectual
potentials of the children, teachers and parents.
During 2016, Foundation “Step by Step” had its role in the implementation of the following projects: Readers are Leaders Project and
Teacher Professional and Career Development, funded by USAID, and Project for Roma Empowerment and Awareness for Democracy
through Education, funded by the European Commission and the Open Society Foundations. More details on each of the projects are
provided in the following sections of this report.

USAID READERS ARE LEADERS PROJECT
USAID Readers are Leaders Project aims to improve children's reading and numeracy skills, strengthen teacher's pedagogical skills,
especially diagnostic and formative assessment skills, and increase overall community recognition of the value of reading and numeracy
skills. All project activities, with due concern to geographical, ethnic, gender and social diversity, are aimed at addressing the needs of the
children in the early grades within the formal education system, children from vulnerable and marginalized groups, including Roma
children, children with special needs and residents in remote rural areas, and children residing in institutions, including: hospitals,
orphanages, etc.
The initially planned lifespan of the project was May, 2013 throughout November, 2015. Upon request of the Ministry of Education and
Science, USAID Macedonia extended the project cycle until November, 2017. Besides the extension of implementation period, the project
team also expanded the project activities in all primary schools across Macedonia to provide support to schools for two additional academic
years and thus increase the likelihood that activities and practices introduced by the project become deeply ingrained in every-day school
practice.
More detailed information on 2016 project activities by component are provided below.

Component 1: Reading and Numeracy Assessment
The main goals of this component are to develop and implement the instruments for
early-grade reading and math assessment, EGRA and EGMA, which will provide
reliable results that can be used to set reading and math standards for early grade
students.
Training for administration of EGRA and EGMA instruments in Turkish language:
For the purpose of the national study, the project adapted EGRA and EGMA
instruments in Turkish language and trained 39 assessors for administration of the
instruments so that students in this language of instruction could also participate in
the literacy and numeracy assessment process. The schools also received tablet
computer for more efficient implementation of the study.
Nationwide Early Grade Reading and Mathematics study in May 2016: In the study conducted in May 2016, baseline performance data in
literacy and math were collected in all 336 schools on a sample of 4,000 Grade 2 and 4,000 Grade 3 students in Macedonian, Albanian and
Turkish language of instruction. Furthermore, reading and math performance of 500 Grade 2 students first tested with EGRA and EGMA in
May 2014 were monitored in 2015 (in Grade 3) and again in 2016 (Grade 4), and will continue to be monitored in the next academic year. Prior
to the May study, assessment instruments were modified in line with the lessons learned from the previous studies. EGRA and EGMA
instruments were administered from May 9 to 31 in all public primary schools, including 3 special primary schools. Based on the language of
instruction, the instruments were administered in 265 schools with Macedonian, 133 with Albanian and 39 schools with Turkish language of
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Program activities during 2016

Early Grade Reading Findings: On a national level, students have good results in naming letters correctly, but their oral reading fluency and
comprehension skills are not well developed, regardless of the language of instruction. Reading comprehension is also a big challenge for
students in both grades. The results suggest that the international benchmark of 80% of answered questions is not met by far in neither grade
nor language. The findings from the longitudinal study, showed that reading fluency and comprehension skills improve as students progress
from Grade 2 through Grade 4, with comprehension still under the internationally accepted benchmark of 80%. The most relevant factors
associated with developing reading fluency skills in both grades and all languages of instruction, are the reading skills developed before
going to school and availability of books at home. The books the students have at home are also highly associated with the reading
comprehension. Increased involvement of parents, more exposure to books and other reading materials, popularization of libraries could
benefit students in acquiring their reading skills. Any reading intervention should particularly target the students from satellite schools,
students that have not attended pre-school and children of parents with primary or less than primary education.
Early Grade Mathematics Findings: The mathematics results showed that students are weakest in doing the subtraction tasks and word
problems. The findings from the longitudinal study, showed that highly concerning is the drop in the addition and subtraction scores of
fourth graders indicating that they may have not mastered these foundational mathematical operations. Teachers should offer
opportunities for students to use manipulatives to understand the concept of numbers and develop skills for using numbers in practical and
problem-solving activities. EGRA and EGMA results should be used for opening policy dialogue with education institutions for modification
to the early grade language curriculum and setting national benchmarks in reading and math.

Component 2: Professional Development
Inspired, informed and well-trained teachers are an important factor influencing student
achievement, so it is critical to pay attention to how we train and support both new and
experienced educators. This component aims to improve teaching and student achievements
in reading and numeracy by providing professional development activities to early grade
teachers. During 2016, the following activities were implemented as part of this component:
Training for teachers for using innovative and effective strategies for improving student literacy “How to read, learn and have fun?”
This one-day training aims to introduce teachers with innovative approaches and teaching
techniques for improving student language skills and offers examples of integrated teaching of
language and other school subjects. In this reporting period, a total of 39 trainings “How to read,
learn and have fun?”were delivered for 892 representatives from 195 primary schools.
Training in Istikbal primary school in Tetovo

Training for teachers for using innovative and effective strategies for improving student numeracy - “Math+”
The training is envisioned as one-day condensed practical training that provides participants with numerous practical exercises and an
array of didactical material for numeracy that can be made of hands-on resources together with students for various classroom purposes.
Additionally, the training aims to provide participants with necessary skills to reflect on their own practice in developing and promoting
math across learning.
In this reporting period, total of 60 training workshops “Math +” were delivered for a total of 1397 representatives from 234 primary
schools.
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instruction. To assure the quality of the assessment process, total of 71 observers conducted school visits during the study. Also members of
the project team were mobile and provided assistance and technical support to the school assessors. According to the assessors, EGRA and
EGMA assessment was positively accepted in almost all schools by both teachers and students. The children found the assessment interesting,
while with the administration of these instruments the assessors got a clear picture of the areas in which children lack behind and where
teachers should pay more attention.

The classroom should be a dynamic space that will welcome and inspire students to
actively participate in individual and group learning activities and use shared space
and resources while feeling safe and cozy. This training aims to build upon teachers'
previous knowledge on the topic, giving them more in-depth theoretical knowledge
on the principles for creating effective learning environment and brings together
teachers and parents for a collaborative classroom-makeover action in the schools.
During 2016, a total of 1162 school representatives and 294 family members from 234
primary schools were part of such collaborative actions and the results are rearranged
classrooms that will serve as effective learning environment for the youngest
students.

Students joining the group of parents and teachers in the classroom
makeover in Todor Angelevski primary school in Bitola

Dissemination of the training workshops
Participants from the schools where the training was delivered for only three representatives, were encouraged to disseminate the
techniques to their colleagues within the schools where they work.
In 2016, teachers from 21 schools disseminated their knowledge acquired through “How to read, learn and have fun?” training (308
teachers attended the disseminations), 13 schools disseminated the training “Math +” (208 teachers attended the disseminations) and 12
schools disseminated the knowledge from “Our classroom - our world” training (209 teachers
attended the disseminations).
Manual “Math through play - 50 activities for improving student numeracy skills”
Manual “Math through play - 50 activities for improving student numeracy skills” was prepared
and uploaded on Step by Step website. The manual is available in both Macedonian and in
Albanian language.
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Training for mentors for learning difficulties in reading
On June 30, USAID Readers are Leaders Project in cooperation with the Center for Educational Development “Koreni” trained 40 trainers,
mentors of Learning Communities and project staff on learning difficulties in reading. During the training, the participants got
acquainted with the different types and manifestations of reading difficulties (with special focus on dyslexia) and learned different
strategies for accommodating struggling readers.

Component 3: Learning Communities
This component aims to promote the model of school-based professional learning communities of small groups of teachers that meet
regularly to nurture a collaborative organizational structure and promote teachers' personal agency toward creating positive change. The
essence of the professional learning communities is shared knowledge among colleagues and teachers' personal agency to promote
positive change.
Networking events
During 2016, there were a total of 22 networking events for the 65 schools from the first three phases of the project. The networking events
were structured in three parts: first there was a warm-up activity intended to urge the participants to get to know each other and thus break
the barrier of the first contact. Then, teachers' posters depicting their development activity were exhibited in the venue and the participants
were given stickers to write questions, comments or ideas on, and place them on the poster which had provoked their question, comment or
idea. This contributed for a more engaging appreciation of teachers' development activities. The coordinators had presented their learning
community through a poster or a power point presentation shedding some light of their school context and the identity of their learning
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Training for teachers for creating effective learning environment “Our classroom - our
world”

Networking event in Bratstvo primary school in Karposh

Networking events were attended by other guests as well: parents, students, members of the local government and the media, adding to
the visibility of the learning communities in the public and the positive changes teaches have accomplished in their schools.
The next steps in this component is strengthening and broadening positive experiences and influences. The teachers continue to work on
the challenges they have deemed as crucial for improving their practice and students' learning, or have chosen new ones upholding the
same principles. The learning community is becoming a synonym of collaboration, shared knowledge and a vehicle for improving
organizational cohesion.

Component 4: Digital Learning Resources
This component creates and adapts materials for reading and math, in the form of audio-books, picture books, and educational games and
encourages the use of ICT in reading and math instruction.
Online collection of lesson plans integrating project's picture books: During 2016, Readers are Leaders Project published an electronic
collection of lesson plans using the electronic picture books localized by the project. The lesson plans were collected from lower-grade
teachers during a call opened in 2015. The collection is created using the Microsoft OneNote tool and are available for free in two forms:
Online version
· (users always need Internet to access the collection), and
Desktop version
· (users can download the collection and use it offline, by previously installing the free software OneNote Desktop)
Each of the selected lesson plans in the collection contains work materials which were developed by the teachers that can be used during
class. The developed worksheets can be downloaded and modified by other teachers or used as an idea to further develop age and subject
appropriate activities for the lesson plans. The lesson plans cover all subject areas, but mostly focus on integrating math and social skills,
however, they also address some other subjects such as technical education.
Picture books in Turkish language: During 2016, USAID Readers are Leaders Project adapted 12 picture books in Turkish language in
electronic form, PDF format. They were made available for the general public in the Step by Step Digital Library.
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community. The events, who were facilitated by the mentors, were closed with a discussion on what teachers have learned through the
process, how being part of a learning community has influenced them or has changed their attitudes toward their work and professional
learning, what will be their next steps etc. The teachers also completed an instrument in which they mapped out their experiences at the
networking event to add to their development portfolio as evidence of participation.

This component prepares and carries out initiatives and creative activities that will raise interest
for reading and numeracy in students, engage their families and the wider community.
Picture books making workshops for parents and teachers
Throughout 2016, in 64 primary schools from different
regions in the country, USAID Readers are Leaders
Project organized workshops for picture books making.
During these creative workshops, parents and teacher
collaborate to craft children's books on math or other
predefined topics relevant to the curricula and children's
interests. The workshops were held in Macedonian
and/or Albanian language, in accordance to the
language of the participants.
Reading and Math are Fun activities in the schools

Singer Dani Dimitrovska reading with students
from the Center for Hearing Impaired in Bitola

Workshop participant from Petar Musev primary
school in Bogdanci presenting the book they
created to integrate teaching language and math

During 2016, Readers are Leaders organized eight Reading and Math are Fun events in primary
schools with the aim to model entertaining ways in reading and math through reading sessions
with local celebrities, as well as to promote the importance of reading and math with parents,
teachers and the local community.

Magic Literacy Van: Throughout 2016, the Magic
Literacy Van, project's mobile library, visited 72 locations with 5,200 lower-grade
students and 420 school staff, family members, media and other representatives from
the local communities. Majority of the locations, 50 out of a total of 72, that the Magic
Literacy Van visited in 2016 are primary schools (central or satellite school buildings) in
remote and rural areas. Readers are Leaders, alike previous years of project
implementation, gives priority to rural schools, schools from remote and deprived areas,
and schools with no school library or not easy access to a local library.
Speech4Teach event: On October 5, USAID Readers are Leaders Project organized an event to
Magic Literacy Van visiting Atanas
commemorate International Literacy Day, but also the Week of the Child traditionally marked
Nivicanski primary school in Vasilevo
in Macedonia during the first week of October, and UN International Day of the Teacher (October
5). The event was entitled “Speech4Teach – Inspiration for Education” and was aimed to provide an opportunity to talk on education and
literacy topics, both in terms of challenges and successes, through individual stories of selected speakers, and to offer hand-on
presentations and workshops for educators and parents. Seven selected speakers (teachers, school directors and pedagogues, parents,
primary school students, NGO representatives) shared inspirational talks on education and literacy from their personal perspective and
experience, followed by discussion with the audience and hands-on workshops.

USAID Mission Director, James Stein,
at the official opening of the event

Elena Apostolova, early grade teachers
during her inspirational talk on stage

Workshops on creating math didactical
resources, book illustrations, stimulating
learning environment
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Component 5: Family and Community Involvement

Campaign for Healthy Reading Habits: In December, Foundation Step by
Step – Macedonia organized a Facebook Campaign for Healthy Reading
Habits. The goal of the campaign was to remind parents of the important
role they have in the process of acquiring literacy skills and our main
massage was “Let's read with our children at least 20 minutes a day.”
Doctor Citko, the campaign mascot, shared advices about effective
reading and learning every day. Daily tips were shared at the official
Facebook pages of USAID Macedonia and Foundation Step by Step –
Macedonia.

Marija and her son Andrej – one of
the contributors for the photo call
Readers are Leaders Project

совети
активности
ресурси

Readers are Leaders Project

!

Читањето книги
со вашето дете е
подеднакво здраво
како јадењето
овошје и
зеленчук.

Ќе му читам на моето дете.
Ќе му читам и зиме и лете.
Од моментот кога ќе се роди.

Пред употреба, консултирајте
се со вашиот локален книжар
или библиотекар.

Readers are Leaders Project

СОЗДАДЕТЕ РИТ АЛ НА ЧИТАЊЕ
Поврзувајте ги содржините
за кои читате со вашето
дете, со искуство од
секојдневието. На пример,
ако читате книга за
животни, заедно посетете
зоолошка градина или
животинска фарма.

Readers are Leaders Project

РОДИТЕЛСКА ЗАКЛЕТВА
Ги содржи сите неопходни
витамини за здрави читачки
навики: витамин А, Б, В, Г, Д......

1 - 25 декември 2016

Readers are Leaders Project

Within the campaign, a call for photo contributions was set as part of the
campaign. The parents and other family members were invited to share
photographs of themselves reading with their children and USAID
Readers and Leaders Project awarded picture books to every family who
shared a photograph.

Readers are Leaders Project

Д-р ЧИТКО ви најавува:
КАМПАЊА ЗА ЗДРАВИ ЧИТАЧКИ НАВИКИ

Најдете најпогодно време од
денот за читање со вашето дете.
Одберете тивко и удобно место
за да читате и раскажувате со
детето во ваша прегратка.
Направете интересна шапка која
ќе ја носите секогаш кога ќе
читате приказна заедно. Така
читањето ќе стане дел од
вашето секојдневие.

Readers are Leaders Project

СОЗДАДЕТЕ МАЛА ДЕТСКА
БИБЛИОТЕКА ВО ДОМОТ
Збогатувајте ја постојано со
нови наслови кои ќе ги
купите, позајмите,
добиете на подарок
или со сликовници
кои ќе ги изработите
со вашето дете.

Па и на училиште
кога ќе почне да оди.

Readers are Leaders Project

Препознајте ги
интересите на децата и
заедно со нив одберете
ја сликовницата
која ќе ја читате,
на тема која нив
ги интересира.

Readers are Leaders Project

СОЗДАДЕТЕ КАТЧЕ ЗА ЧИТАЊЕ
Во близина на детската
библиотека, поставете
меко столче или
создадете удобно катче со
перници и ќебенца каде
детето ќе се чувствува
толку пријатно што ќе сака
да поседи што подолго
заедно со книгите.

The Campaign for Healthy Reading Habits was positively accepted by a
number of schools, public library and the media.

USAID TEACHER PROFESSIONAL AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
The Foundation for Education and Cultural Initiatives “Step by Step” – Macedonia was engaged in the implementation of the USAID
Teacher Professional and Career Development (TPCD) Project, as a sub-grantee to the main implementing organization, Macedonian
Civic Education Center (MCEC). The Project was implemented from December 2012 to June 2016. The Project's goal is to contribute
towards the design and establishment of a teacher professional and career development system in the Republic of Macedonia, by
identifying necessary interventions that support existing national policies and practice, and aims to create a comprehensive,
transparent, feasible and cost effective system that will improve student achievements and strengthen teacher's credibility.
Project activities were being realized through the following three components:
1.
2.
3.

Comprehensive Legal System Improved,
Enhanced Financial Schemes, and
Standards for Teacher Competencies.

Foundation “Step by Step” was involved in the implementation of the activities under Component 3. The overall goal of this component was
to inventory clear standards of expected teacher competencies and professional development opportunities along with tools for evaluating
progress in the teaching profession that will serve as a foundation for developing the legal system and schemes for funding of TPCD.
During 2016, Foundaton Step by Step had its role in the following activities:
TRAINING FOR THE CAREER PROMOTION COMMISSION
Training for the representatives of the institutions, which according to the law, will comprise the Commission for Professional Promotion
was held in April. In accordance to the suggested solutions, the commission ranks the professional development and is in charge of
comprising a list of the candidates.
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The number of around 400 guests that attended and their positive
feedback on the event attest the need of educators and other education
stakeholders for opportunities to discuss challenges and successes in
relevant and contemporary education topics.

In April and May trainings for the advisors from the Bureau for Development of Education and the Vocational and Educational Training Center were
held, in order to introduce them to the Report for the Expert Insight in Meeting the Professional Standards for a Teacher – Mentor. The advisors from
the Bureau and the Center were trainers, and the participants discussed ranking criteria through pilot ranking of a portfolio.

INFORMATIVE PRESENTATION OF PROJECT PRODUCTS
Short informative presentations of the project products were held for the representatives of the primary and secondary schools from 10-12 May.
The participants were introduced to the contents and the form of:
Teacher Core Professional Competences and Standards;
Student Support Staff Core Professional Competences and Standards;
Professional Competences for Primary and Secondary School Directors;
Guideline on the Manner and Form of Providing Mentoring Support to Novice Teachers and Novice Student Support Staff in Primary and
Secondary Schools;
Ÿ From Novice Teacher to Teacher Mentor - Guide for Professional and Career Development of Teachers is Primary and Secondary Schools;
Ÿ From Novice Student Support Staff to Student Support Staff Mentor – Guide for Professional and Career Development of Student
Support Staff in Primary and Secondary Schools;
Ÿ Manual on Performance Monitoring and Professional Development Planning for Teachers and Student Support Staff in Primary and
Secondary Schools Furthermore, the participants were introduced to the solutions for career promotions.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

ROMA EMPOWERMENT AND AWARENESS FOR DEMOCRACY THROUGH EDUCATION
With financial assistance from the European Union and the Open Society Foundations, Foundation Step by Step Macedonia together with the
NGOs Nadez and Dendo Vas, is implementing the Project for Roma Empowerment and Awareness for Democracy through Education in the
municipalities of Suto Orizari and Gorce Petrov in Skopje. The project is aimed at improving the situation of the Roma community through:
Improving education achievements, including school readiness of
120 preschoolers, school performance of 210 primary school
children and literacy levels of young girls and women;
Ÿ Enhancing information and skills levels of Roma families for better
parenting practices and proactive responsible citizenship of 500
mothers, women and girls through informational and educational
sessions, creative and bonding workshops, and reading clubs;
Ÿ Promoting Roma democratic participation in community
processes and improving capacities and involvement of Roma CSOs
in activities for women and children, through cooperation and
collaborative local activities.
Ÿ

Suzana Kirandziska, Executive Director of Foundation
"Step by Step" - Macedonia, at the project launch
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ADVISOR TRAININGS

¨ Analysis of needs, barriers and opportunities, through analysis of the existing documentation and obtaining data and
information from key informants from the communities, including beneficiaries and institutions. The assessment gives insight
into the needs of Roma for skills and information for their own development, responsible parenting and democratic
participation in the community;
¨ Community learning centres were established in the premises of Dendo Vas in Gorce Petrov and Nadez in Suto Orizari;

¨ Daily activities with three groups of 20 preschool
children (60 in the period Jan-Sept and additional 60 enrolling in September 2016) in which children in a stimulating learning
environment improve their cognitive, socio-emotional and physical development and their communication in the Macedonian
language. The enrolment into first grade was also facilitated in cooperation with the local schools;
¨ Supplementary/remedial instruction and homework assistance; students received help in understanding the
subject matter and consolidating their learning progress, as well as completing their homework assignments. Two shifts
operate, adapting to the school schedules. Most efforts are dedicated to language and mathematics, as staple subjects. Regular
communication is maintained with parents, school specialists and teaching staff, and due attention was devoted to preparing
the students for the mandatory national external testing;

¨ Basic literacy and numeracy courses were organized for eight women, who despite having attended school for different
but short periods of time, are not able to communicate in writing and carry out simple mathematical operations in a structured
manner. The training was conducted in home settings and took 3-4 months, depending on individual abilities and progress;
¨ A total 104 information and guidance sessions were held for women and girls on the following topics: Hygiene in the
home and family, Health issues among older women, Enrolment in school and parent responsibilities for their children's
education, Prevention of contagious diseases (transmission, protection, treatment), Safe motherhood, Better parenting –
importance of positive discipline and regulation, Most common diseases among preschool and school-aged children, Specific
medical issues of girls in puberty, Regulations and requirements in the area of social protection, Access to institutions and
necessary documents, by sector, Addressing the effects of flooding, Rights of citizens in the election process, and Rights in the
area of social welfare and protection (Assistance to vulnerable groups in particular women, children and families in Roma
communities);
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More significant achievements in 2016 include the following:

¨ A total of 60 Literary and Reading Club sessions, in which mandatory school reading, various books of fiction, prose, periodical
and newsletters, internet contents, etc. are researched, read and discussed, and girls and women are introduced to habitual
reading for pleasure, according to their interests;

¨ Maintaining cooperation and exchanging information with NGOs who work on improving the situation of Roma and with
competent institutions including schools, Ministry of Labor and Social Policy – Unit for Equal Opportunities, and Ministry of
Education and Science – Directorate for Development and Advancement of the Education in the Languages of Members of
Communities Department;

¨ Improving the presence and visibility of the issue of the situation of Roma women and children, through establishing a
dedicated web site and improving cooperation with and information flow to the media.
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¨ A total of 80 creative and bonding workshops with parents and children aimed at improving skills, knowledge and
motivation for educational work in the home, through combining creativity skills with educational objectives of the school
curriculum and the programme of the Centres;
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Address: Bul. Partizanski Оdredi br.72a, 1000 Skopje; Tel/Fax: 02/3077-900
www.stepbystep.org.mk

